Mick Rock: Exposed
Synopsis

A new, small format edition of the acclaimed rock photographer’s definitive collection Mick Rock is the foremost rock photographer of his generation. Here, he reveals his definitive collection of images, telling the story in his own words of his early career and the larger-than-life characters with whom he mixed, from Bowie to Pharrell, Deborah Harry to Karen O. As well as being a retrospective of his work, it is a cultural journey through a time when rock ruled. It is a compendium of experiences, eyewitness accounts, and intimate detail, all culminating in candid incidental visual insights and time-tested iconic imagery that we all recognize today. This is a vivid and memorable account of Rock’s adventures behind the camera, a colorful blend of the overt and the intimate, the beautiful, and the irreverent truly exposed.
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Customer Reviews

literally jaw-dropping photography of some of the most elite and iconic stars in rock music and pop culture history! Mick Rock’s compositions ooze sensuality and electricity while really giving the viewer an intimate sense of the subject’s unique and innate qualities, that is, the unseen, less tangible aspects of each star’s character going into the constitution of that person’s celebrity- their ’x factor’ if you will. There are no stiff, staged, or posed portraits here, instead each photograph is a vivid moment shared with the real heart and soul of rock stars in which the dynamic but fleeting nature of the moment is expertly and seemingly effortless captured forever in rich shades of black and white or full HD glossy colour.
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